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Dear Editor:

The Veterans Office of Cal-State publishes a newsletter that is sent to all veterans attending Cal-State. Usually the newsletter contains information good hints on how a Veteran can insure that his or her educational benefits will arrive on time or how many units constitute full time attendance.

This January newsletter was handed to all Veterans during registration contained an article by Captain Krommenhoek who asked all former servicemen to consider reenlisting into the National Guard and becoming a weekend warrior. The Infantry Captain tells about all of the additional benefits that can be had for just a few hours of your time each weekend.

Pete does not tell you that once you put your name on the dotted line you're backing into the same machine that took all your constitutional rights away one by one before? If the Veterans Office is really concerned with the well-being of the Veterans they would not print propaganda of this type.

Jody

Letter To The Editor Of The Pawprint

I find it hard to understand with the current squeeze on gasoline supplies in this country that the State College Police find it necessary to pollute around campus enforcing parking regulations in their eight cylinder stinkers.

Why can’t the campus cops WALK or RIDE A HORSE OR BICYCLE around while issuing parking citations? Also, see no need for the campus police to carry firearms on campus, unless it’s for killing rattlesnakes that might periodically come down from the hills. I would appreciate the Pawprint pursuing this inquiry and seeing if action on my suggestions is possible.

Sincerely,

Stormy Weather

Letters To The Editor

Let’s Get the CLEF

Open Letter To All Concerned

I would like to bring to your attention some further discussion at the Statewide level, regarding our California Level Examination Program (CLEF) test. This test is a Credit-By-Exam test designed by the Carnegie Foundation to replace the original College equivalency General Educational Development (GED) test. This CLEF test has been administered by the United States Armed Forces Institute (USAFI) directly to the Armed Forces since 1965. College credit toward graduation of up to 30 units of lower division credit has been offered for satisfactory completion of the General Exams in five area examinations of general educational subjects counting six units each. This test is now accepted at over 1,000 colleges and universities across the country including most of the “Dry League” schools and all nine campuses of the University of California, but not in the State College System. Their is no plausible reason why it should not be accepted. After World War II another ten percent of the veterans took the GED test and received college credit for it. The CLEF test is given much validity than the GED and was designed specifically to

Pre-Press Page

The Free Press page of the PawPrint is reserved for opinion matter from anyone about anything. Opinions expressed are those of the author and not necessarily of the PawPrint or San Bernardino State College.

Written matter may be up to 250 words in length, typed, and double-spaced. Deadline for copy is Wednesday before publication. Libelous, tasteless, or over-length material may not be published.

um Fly Away

With Cal Gay

Cal State’s Gay students are conducting meetings off campus every Thursday at 8:00 p.m. Off campus’ oneonders as he reads. The answer is obvious - protection of Gay students from Cal-State’s Administrators. The Gay Students Union is the brainchild of thee many Gay students on campus who felt a vehicle necessary for expressing Gay protest.

G.S.U.‘s purpose is to increase awareness amongst those who are Gay and to educate non-Gays in the field of Homosexuality. Our activities for the period of the academic year includes a Gay Pride Week to be held in late March. Possible speakers include Truman Capote, Jeff Bean on Gay prisoners, Jan Oxenburg on Lesbianism, and Morris Knight.

Some slips under consideration are “The Queen”, “Boys in the Band” and “Some of Your Best Friends.”

Other activities include a drag show in the lower commons during lunch and Gay-Strait Rap similar to the fifth floor of the library.

Climaxing the week will be a dance with possible guest appearance of Sylvester. All indications promise to a very fruitful week.

G.S.U. is presently investigating the condition of Gay prisoners in San Bernadino County prison and establishing a Gay Line for Gay community in San Bernadino.

Results from our previous meeting in G.S.U.’s own motto - “Come Fly Away With Cal Gay.” According to this lack of school spirit or campus involvement cannot be directed at G.S.U.; Everyone is welcome to G.S.U.’s first Gay-Strait Rap in P.S. 107, Tuesday, February 4, 1974 (twelve noon.

Further information on G.S.U.’s meeting location and program can be obtained from Richard Beeneke in Trailer 3C Extension 516
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By Jaga Nath Singh

Energy crisis

Gas rationing to come
Prices guh up
Can't feel myself no more.
Mama oh mama how do I cope?
Well son, keep up, have hope and share the energy share the energy!

I can't be in a car pool. I mean, I have a busy schedule, lots to do, and I have to be able to drive a flexible schedule. Have to drive my own car, can't depend on someone else's timetable.

Does that sound like a familiar, a familiar line of thought? I can't time of thought? I know I've heard it inside my own head. My thinking now, however, is a little different, since I had a most inspiring talk with Dr. Carol Goss.

Over Christmas vacation, Elliot Barkan did some thinking and some organizing, and a car pool from Wrightwood was formed. Dr. Goss is one of the eight faculty members (mostly social science professors, by some coincidence!) who share the driving for the forty miles to campus.

Many members, husband and wife, Herb, Dr. Khar, Barkan, and Goss, and James Thomas and Ward McAfee have worked out a system that is really beautiful, and that we should all perhaps model.

There are a couple of problems that immediately come to mind in a car pool. Different people do have different schedules, different needs and commitments. With eight people in the group, every day there are at least two, sometimes three cars, commuting in to campus. One of those two or three cars will be able to accommodate your schedule most adequately. And you don't have to ride back with the same car. With a couple of choices, it can almost always be happily worked out.

What about the money trip? Who owes who how much? It could conceivably become very complicated, and somewhat heated. The Wrightwood Regional Rollers have come up with a seemingly foolproof system. Play money. Yeah. Each person gets 17 play money dollars, stamped "Ralph H. Petrucci" to give the currency stability, and to denote it as our pool money. It is for use only within the group. Each time you ride with someone else, you pay that person a dollar. Thus, if I am down to only ten dollars, then I've taken seven more rides than I've given, and it'll better get busy and do my share.

Dr. Goss admits that she had doubts about how it would all work out, but "now the money is going, we have a community of feeling. You feel ashamed, some by yourself. You know you're wasting energy."

The whole set-up is very informal and relaxed, and I could feel a group-consciousness, a love, coming through with Dr. Goss' words.

This brings to my mind a couple of ideas.

Thank goodess for the energy crisis, for a little bit of dirt! It's forcing us to come together. I hope that out of all of it, we can learn to help each other, to support each other, to work with each other, to stick together. The Wrightwood car pool should be an inspiration to us all I hope it stimulates the formation of others.

Food prices are going out of sight and they aren't about to stop. Other communities, especially college communities, have really good food co-ops. Why don't we have any around here? We can buy fresher foods at lesser prices. It just takes some energy, some organization, some group-consciousness. I have had some experience with food co-ops. I've given, and I'd better get busy and do my share, too.

Patrick Varty

Junior

I feel that the President has his right and left hand in the cash register. This has proven to be very beneficial to him. He has taken advantage of the American people throughout.
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Physical Plant Goes Back to 5 Days

In August of 73 the Physical Plant servicing Cal State San Bernardino began its experimental four day work week program. On August 28, after a six month trial run, they returned to the regular five day shifts. There were two basic reasons for the return, according to the Supervisor of Building Tradesmen Andy Murial. One was that the "staggered" shift resulted in an unbalanced distribution of workers. Mondays through Thursdays were full.

IMPEACHMENT HDQS.
NEEDS YOUR HELP!

sign and circulate petitions represent your club or organization bumper stickers for sale.

COMMITTEE ON IMPEACHMENT

528 w.5th ave. ph.884-40701

ZPG Needs Support

The Zero Population Growth organization has had literally zero growth in its San Bernardino-Riverside chapter. According to Ms. Sandra Joel George, the area's coordinator, there has not been a successful meeting held in this area for well over a year. The reason is simple: attendance at these meetings has been so low that the San Bernardino-Riverside chapter has been declared "inactive." Odd when one realizes that many of the problems this area, in addition to other cities, are directly related to what ZPG is all about—population. Many of these problems—pollution, food shortages, rising costs coupled with diminishing produce—may in part be traced back to the crisis of overpopulation.

What is a curious lack of interest in ZPG? An interesting question indeed, perhaps one of us should consider. If you have difficulty in arriving at a satisfactory answer, maybe you should consider getting in touch with the ZPG people in this vicinity. You may write them at 1563 Riverside Avenue, Riverside 92502, if you have any comments, questions or ideas pertaining to their organization.

Classy Ads

Free to students

BRAINS AND BALLS—Yours to enjoy lovely lady, if you dig fine arts. Especially sax. Wist, young writer awaits you with outstretched. Reply Box 61 S.B. 92402.

FOR SALE—House full of furniture and other items. Call 849-7905.

FOR SALE—Dual 1218 Auto-Turntable with Pickering XV15-400 Cartridge, base and dust-cover. Warranty still good only $145.00. 882-7777.

WANTED—People interested in writing for a weekly newspaper. No experience necessary and will pay 2 units per quarter. Contact the Pawprint.

You have not converted a man because you have silenced him.

Protest the genetic future or your country, give generously to your local sperm bank.

"There is more to life than making a living. A College Student.

THINK ABOUT IT!

ARE YOU GOING OUT OF TOWN TO GET YOUR HAIR CUT? IT ISN'T NECESSARY!

HAIR DIMENSIONS

1433 East Highland Avenue
Complete Beauty Service
Phone (714) 882-4100.